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A B S T R A C T

Background and purpose: In adaptive radiotherapy, deformable image registration (DIR) is used to propagate
delineations of tumors and organs into a new therapy plan and to calculate the accumulated total dose. Many
DIR accuracy metrics have been proposed. An alternative proposed here could be a local uncertainty (LU) metric
for DIR results.
Materials and methods: The LU represented the uncertainty of each DIR position and was focused on deformation
evaluation in uniformly-dense regions. Four cases demonstrated LU calculations: two head and neck cancer
cases, a lung cancer case, and a prostate cancer case. Each underwent two CT examinations for radiotherapy
planning.
Results: LU maps were calculated from each DIR of the clinical cases. Reduced fat regions had LUs of
4.6 ± 0.9mm, 4.8 ± 1.0mm, and 4.5 ± 0.7mm, while the shrunken left parotid gland had a LU of
4.1 ± 0.8mm and the shrunken lung tumor had a LU of 3.7 ± 0.7mm. The bowels in the pelvic region had a
LU of 10.2 ± 3.7mm. LU histograms for the cases were similar and 99% of the voxels had a LU < 3mm.
Conclusions: LU is a new uncertainty metric for DIR that was demonstrated for clinical cases. It had a tolerance
of< 3mm.

1. Introduction

Adaptive radiotherapy (ART) is commonly employed in head and
neck cancer [1–3], prostate cancer [4,5], and other sites [6,7] and
modalities [8,9]. Deformable image registration (DIR) is an important
ART tool because it helps to delineate organs and targets for therapy re-
planning [10–13].

DIR has been used for summing dose accumulations over treatment
courses. To measure daily dose distributions, structures are propagated
to cone beam CT images or megavoltage CT images acquired for patient
setup and dose calculations [12–19]. DIR has been used to calculate
accumulated dose distributions using daily dose distributions [20–22].
Daily distributions are deformed according to the deformation vector
field (DVF), and then summed to obtain a total dose distribution. This
assumes that DIRs work accurately. However, issues of sliding organs
[23] and uniform-density regions [24] are well known. Specifically,
DIR deformation at the interface between a fixed organ and a sliding

organ was inaccurate because these organs could move separately. The
incorrect deformation may be visually obvious. The issue of uniform-
density regions is that the interior of these regions could be deformed
and incorrect deformation is difficult to identify because the pixels have
the same density. There is little information on the accuracy of de-
formation in the interior, especially for clinical cases. Hence, an accu-
racy check does not work, which is more serious for dose accumulation
because it may lead to incorrect dose summations.

The most frequently used metric for DIR accuracy is the Dice si-
milarity coefficient (DCS) [25]. It indicates the similarity in volume and
shape between organs in reference and deformed images, which is the
resulting image of DIR [26,27]. Target registration error (TRE) quan-
tification, which shows the distance error for fiducial markers and/or
anatomical landmarks between a reference image and a deformed
image, is also frequently calculated [28–32]. The Hausdorff distance
and surface errors [27,33] use boundaries of organs and fiducial mar-
kers in the reference image as the ground truth, and thus only assess
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deformation accuracies of the boundaries and markers. If deformation
in the interior of a uniform-density organ is incorrect when the organ in
the resulting deformed image is grossly similar to the reference image,
the evaluations will assess the result as good. DSC, Hausdorff distances,
TRE, and surface errors cannot assess the correctness of interior de-
formation in organs. Intensity differences between two images have not
been effective when a voxel in the organ is moved to a wrong place.
Elsewhere, a known deformation was performed on a reference image
to generate a moving image that was deformed to fit the reference
image [27,28]. The deformation calculated by DIR methods and the
given deformation were compared. However, it is difficult to follow
anatomical motion such as respiration.

In a DVF assessment, Varadhan et al. [27] used inverse consistency
error, Jacobians, and harmonic energy. The inverse consistency error
revealed the difference between a DVF from image A to image B cal-
culated with a DIR, and another DVF from image B to image A as a
consistency metric [34,35]. The Jacobian and the harmonic energies
indicated the deformation magnitude and DVF smoothness. Schreib-
mann et al. evaluated a DVF directly by using the Curl operation [36]
that detected unrealistic deformation. For an accurate quantification of
dose accumulation, accuracy evaluation of an individual DIR result is
necessary. However, because of the lack of deformation ground truth,
that assessment in clinical cases is impossible.

For DIR uncertainty evaluation, Murphy et al. [24] used randomly
defined volumes of interest (VOIs) in a pair of CT image sets and ob-
tained DVFs for the VOIs with DIR. The mean DVF was calculated from
the DVFs in overlapping regions of the VOIs and the DVF error was the
difference from the mean. This method required 50 repeated DIR ex-
ecutions for one pair of images. Another study calculated the DIR un-
certainty by using at least five image sets [37]. These methods revealed
variations in multiple DVFs and the comprehensive uncertainty of the
DIR method. However, they could be used for DIR quality assurance
and not for results.

Here, a local uncertainty (LU) metric was calculated from a moving
image and a DVF; it required one DIR execution. It evaluated un-
certainties in uniform-density regions and was applied to four clinical
cases.

2. Methods

2.1. Local uncertainty

The LUs represented positional variations of candidates for a target
position, which were calculated from surrounding organ edges after
DIR. Hence, organ edges were used to determine candidate positions in
organ interiors.

A moving image was defined as one of the initial images for DIR and
was deformed to match a reference image. A reference image was de-
fined as another initial image to which the moving image was matched.
A deformed image was a deformed moving image and a DIR result.

To calculate the LU for target position p0, neighboring positions p1,
p2, p3,…pn were searched radially from p0 in an initial moving image Isrc
(before DIR). The neighboring positions were set on organ edges that
had sufficient contrast with the pixel density at p0 (Eq. (1)):
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Here, →vi was a unit vector of arbitrary direction that originated on
p0, k was the minimum number to satisfy the third condition in Eq. (1),
and cnt was the minimum contrast needed to resolve a pixel on an organ
edge.

Distances from p1, p2, p3,…pn to p0 were r1, r2, r3,…rn, respectively

(Eq. (2)). The DIR mapped p0, p1, p2, p3,… pn to p′0, p′1, p′2, p′3,… p′n,
respectively, with a DVF T in Eq. (3):
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Then, a candidate position c'i in a deformed image was calculated as
the intersection of the p'i-centered sphere with radius ri, the p'i+1-cen-
tered sphere with radius ri+1, and the p'i+2-centered sphere with radius
ri+2. The p'i-centered sphere with radius ri was defined as:
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where A was an arbitrary value. The intersection gj could have two
positions (g′j_0 and g′j_1) at the maximum. The closer of the two positions
to p′0 was chosen as candidate c'i (Eq. (6)):
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where d(p′0, g′j_0) and d(p′0, g′j_1) was the distance between p′0 and g′j_0
or g′j_1.

Finally, the LU value at p'0 was calculated from the coordinates of
the candidates (Eqs. 7–10):
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where m was the number of candidate positions, and x y and z, , were
the mean values of the x, y, and z candidate coordinates. The co-
ordinates of the ith candidate were xi, yi, and zi. Hence, the LU value
represented the positional variation of a target position, shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1 for 2D images.

In Fig. 1 of the Supplementary Material, a uniform-density region in
a reference image was shifted by one pixel in a moving image. DIR
software often provides a resulting DVF that exhibited deformation only
in areas close to the boundary of the uniform-density region. In this
case, the Dice coefficient was one because the shape of the region in the
deformed image completely matched that in the reference image.
However, the actual positions of the stationary portion of the uniform-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of candidate position determination in two-dimensional
images for a local uncertainty calculation.
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density region were incorrect, and rigid shifting of the uniform-density
region was the correct deformation. When LU calculations were per-
formed, the stationary portion had a high LU. The portions close to the
boundary had zero or low LU because of better deformation.

2.2. Cases

The LU calculation was applied to the DIR results of two head and
neck cancer patients (#1, 2), one lung cancer case (#3), and one
prostate cancer case (#4). Each underwent two CT examinations for
radiotherapy planning and re-planning. The CT scanner (Aquilion LB,
Toshiba Medical Systems, Nasu, Tochigi, Japan) had a tube voltage of
120 kV and a current of 100mA. Each scan required 2 s, the field of
view was 450-mm×450-mm (512×512 pixels), and the section
thickness was 2mm.

In Supplementary Material Fig. 2, the first CT images for the initial
radiotherapy plan (green) were rigidly translated and superimposed
onto the second CT images for re-planning (magenta). In Case #1, the
patient had experienced weight loss before the second CT image set.
Hence, the fat regions around the mandible bone were shrunken. Ad-
ditionally, the right shoulder was higher, the neck was flexed leftward,
and the head was rotated counter-clockwise with the mouth opened
slightly relative to the first CT images (Supplementary Material
Fig. 2a–c). In Case #2, the tongue was positioned higher in the mouth
and the left parotid gland was shrunken in the second CT images
(Supplementary Material Fig. 2d–f). Otherwise, the two sets of CT
images matched. In Case #3, the volume of the tumor in the left lung
was reduced during the treatment course (Supplementary Material
Fig. 2g–i). In Case #4, the patient suffered from pelvic bone metastasis.
A large deformation was seen in the bladder volume and in the bowel.
The amount of urine in the bladder was lower in the reference image,
and the rectum and colon moved in a complex way. There were also
different stools in the rectum and the sigmoid colon (Supplementary
Material Fig. 2j–l).

DIR was performed for each case. The second CT images were used
as the reference images, and the first CT images were used as the

moving images, which were deformed to fit the reference images. The
DIR software (MIM Maestro version 6.7, MIM Software Inc., Cleveland
OH, USA) was used to obtain DVFs. All cases underwent automatic DIR
processing without manual refinement. The CT images and DVFs were
exported in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
format. The LU map was calculated with an in-house ImageJ plugin
from the moving CT image and the DVF.

To find neighboring positions on organ edges in the LU calculation,
voxels having a difference of≥30 Hounsfield units (HU) with respect to
the intensity of a target voxel (cnt=30HU) were identified along each
of the eighteen neighboring voxel directions (→vi ) in three dimensions.
The air regions in the CT images had a standard deviation of 15 HU;
therefore, the difference of twice the standard deviation (≥30 HU) was
used. Twenty-six or more neighboring radial voxel directions could be
used. Three of the neighboring positions on edges were used for the
calculation of one candidate. The grid size of the LU map was 2.6-
mm×2.6-mm×6-mm.

The LU map image for each case was visually assessed. It was placed
beside the DVF data on the moving images to find deformation corre-
spondences with the LU values.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows the LU map, the deformed image, and the DVF data on
the moving images for Case #1. The DVF data included body position
shifts between the two CT exams. The LU map had high values for the
fat regions around the mandible bone and the back of the neck (Fig. 2a).
The left and right fat regions, the back of the neck, and a tongue region
had LUs of 4.6 ± 0.9mm, 4.8 ± 1.0mm, 4.5 ± 0.7mm, and
2.7 ± 0.5mm, respectively. The fat regions in the deformed image
seemed to be correctly deformed (Fig. 2b). However, the DVF data for
the axial image revealed that the deformation vectors around the left
region varied in length (4–10mm). Similarly, the region in the back of
the neck had deformation vectors that varied over 0–6mm. Meanwhile,
in the coronal image (Fig. 2d), the deformation vectors for the right
region were directed towards the middle line of the body. There was a
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Fig. 2. The local uncertainty (LU) map, the de-
formed image, and deformation vector field (DVF)
for Case #1; a) the LU map, b) the deformed image
and c) the DVF on the moving images. In the LU
map, the LU value was represented in color as shown
by the color bar and the white circles were the re-
gions of interest for the determination of the mean
LU value. The DVF was represented as colored ar-
rows on the moving images and the color showed
the magnitude of the deformation vector.
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5-mm body shift in the anterior-posterior direction between the two CT
image sets.

In Case #2 (Supplementary material Fig. 3), the right and left par-
otid glands had high LU values of 3.3 ± 0.5mm and 4.1 ± 0.8, re-
spectively (Supplementary material Fig. 3a). The glands in the de-
formed image seemed to be correctly deformed (Supplementary
material Fig. 3b). The DVF data for the axial and coronal planes re-
vealed deformation vectors directed towards the middle line of the
body in the left gland region. In contrast, the vectors in the right gland
region were<2mm (Supplementary material Fig. 3c and d), which
indicated that it had not moved. However, the entire body was moved
by 4mm in the interior direction between two CT exams.

In Case #3 (Fig. 3), which had a tumor located next to the aorta
arch, a back muscle, and the fat region of the right axillary had LUs of
3.7 ± 0.7mm, 4.1 ± 0.8mm, and 3.7 ± 1.0mm, respectively
(Fig. 3a). Although the DVF data globally represented large displace-
ments due to a body shift, the deformation vectors in the tumor region
were larger, corresponding to shrinkage, relative to those in the sur-
rounding region. In contrast, deformation vectors in the fat region in
the axial right, as well as part of the back muscle, were smaller than
those in the surrounding regions (Fig. 3c and d). Despite the partial
deformation, unnatural distortion was not observed for the muscle in
the deformed image (Fig. 3b).

In Case #4 (Fig. 4), there was a high LU region (10.2 ± 3.7mm) at
the center of the pelvis (Fig. 4a). The region included the rectum and
the sigmoid colon, which could move in a complex way. Hence, the DIR
method could not match these tissues between two CT images (Fig. 4b).
The deformation vectors around the region were relatively smooth,
which indicated that the DIR could not cover their complex movements
(Fig. 4c and d).

Histograms of LU values for all the cases were plotted in Fig. 5. They

were normalized by the number of voxels in each case. In the plot, 95%
of the voxels had a LU < 1.2mm, and 99% had a LU < 3mm.

4. Discussion

LU maps of DIR results evaluated local uncertainties in uniform-
density regions and could represent position uncertainties for a DIR
method. Other uncertainty evaluation methods [24,37] provided the
total DIR uncertainty. The distance discordance metric (DDM) of Saleh
et al. [37] was similar to the LU. They reported high DDM of>6mm
for a head and neck cancer patient; whereas the tolerance of LU was
3mm. This difference derives from the definitions, the DIR algorithms,
and the number of the datasets. The DDM represented the mean dis-
tance between candidate positions and the LU represented a standard
deviation of candidate position coordinates. Saleh et al. used a B-spline-
based DIR algorithm, while MIM maestro was used here. The DDM was
calculated from five to ten CT image sets, while the LU was calculated
from one pair of CT images. The advantage of the LU calculation was
that it required only one pair, which meant that it could represent the
uncertainty of individual DIRs.

Quantitative accuracy validation of the uncertainty map calculated
by the LU metric was difficult because there was no ground truth of DIR
uncertainty. Additionally, the uncertainty of deformation did not ne-
cessarily relate to DSC, TRE, and intensity differences. Thus, the lim-
itation here was that the validation of LU maps was simply visual in-
spection of the deformations.

Thus, high LU values were observed in uniform-density regions, fat
regions, muscles, in the parotid glands, and in tumors that shrunk or
were deformed relative to surrounding regions. These results suggested
that an LU could be calculated for each organ. In LU maps for Cases #1,
#2, and #3, regions and tissues that were shrunken or stretched
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because of volume change or motion had high LUs similar to the ex-
ample in Fig. 1 of the Supplementary Material. There, the LU re-
presented the uncertainty of deformation in uniform-density regions.
However, further analysis may be necessary for Case #4 because the
DIR examination could not match the bowels in the pelvis in the
moving image with those in the reference image. Therefore, the DIR
produced a completely erroneous DVF. The LU value of an organ that
was deformed incorrectly might not represent the correct uncertainty
for that organ, which suggested that the LU depended on DIR accuracy.

A LU calculation could depend on organ volume. For a calculation
position in a large organ, the distance to an organ edge may be long and
thus affect the LU value. However, because many organ edges are de-
picted in a CT image, this concern may not be important. For example,

the LU calculations for three different sites of the four cases produced the
same histograms (Fig. 5). The LU calculations also produced stable values
independent of body site. Finally, 99% of the voxels had LU < 3mm;
thus, 3mm could be considered the LU tolerance for a DIR result.

For assessing dose accumulation, a LU map would be effective.
Multiple DIR executions and dose summations are required to obtain a
total accumulated dose distribution for a treatment course. A LU map
could be summed to obtain a total LU by means of root-sum-square.

The LU calculations do not necessarily need to use MIM software to
perform DIR executions. If DIR software is able to save the DVF, the LU
could be calculated using the DVF and moving CT images. In addition,
the contrast of> 30HU could be used to detect organ edges. If there
were two contacting tissues with no difference in density, then the two
tissues would be treated as an organ. The LU could be incorrect if these
tissues moved independently. To avoid this issue, the detection of organ
edges needs to be improved

In conclusion, an uncertainty metric LU for DIR was demonstrated
using DIR results from four clinical cases. Organs with uniform density
that had shrunk or were deformed had LU values≥ 3mm. An LU of
3mm could be the tolerance value because 99% of all volumes had<
3mm. Because the LU calculations depended on the DIR accuracy, a
combination of LU calculation and accuracy evaluation might be ne-
cessary.
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